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A vector x in a Banach space B is called hypercyclic for a bounded linear
operator T : B  B if the orbit [T nx: n1] is dense in B. Our main result states
that if T is a compact perturbation of an operator of norm 1 and satisfies an
appropiate extra hypothesis, then there is an infinite-dimensional closed subspace
consisting, except for zero, entirely of hypercyclic vectors for T. In particular the
result applies to compact perturbations of the identity. We also include applications
to some weighted backward shifts and compact perturbations of the identity by
weighted backward shifts. This last result in combination with a recent one that
states that every Banach space admits an operator with a hypercyclic vector proves
that in all Banach space there is an operator T with an infinite-dimensional closed
subspace consisting, except for zero, of hypercyclic vectors. The main result also
applies to the differentiation operator and the translation operator T : f (z)  f (z+1)
on certain Hilbert spaces consisting of entire functions.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In all that follows B will be a separable Banach space and T a bounded
linear operator on B. We recall that a vector x in a Banach space is hyper-
cyclic for the bounded linear operator T : B  B if the orbit [T nx]n1 is
dense in B. A bounded linear operator T on a Banach space is hypercyclic
if it has a hypercyclic vector.
In 1991 Herrero [He] and in 1993 Bourdon [Bo] independently proved
that any hypercyclic operator on Hilbert space has a dense invariant linear
manifold consisting, except for zero, entirely of hypercyclic vectors. This
problem was originated by the work of Beauzamy (see [Be1Be3]) in
which he constructed an operator on Hilbert space with an invariant linear
manifold consisting, except for zero, of hypercyclic vectors. Special cases of
Herrero’s and Bourdon’s result were proved by Godefroy and Shapiro
[GoS]. Interest in constructing linear spaces of hypercyclic vectors arises
from the invariant subset problem. In fact, an operator lacks non-trivial
closed subset if and only if each non-zero element is hypercyclic.
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The main result in [Mo1] (Theorem A in next section) gives sufficient
conditions on a bounded linear operator defined on a Banach space which
guarantee that there exists a whole infinite-dimensional closed subspace
which consists, except for zero, of hypercyclic vectors. In contrast with
Herrero’s and Bourdon’s result not all bounded hypercyclic operators on a
Banach space have an infinite-dimensional closed subspace consisting,
except for zero, of hypercyclic vectors (see Theorem 3.4 in [Mo1]). The
problem of constructing infinite-dimensional closed subspaces of hyper-
cyclic vectors was originated in [BM].
There is also a work of Herrero and Wang (see [HW]) implying that on
Hilbert space, the identity operator (the most non-hypercyclic of all
operators) can be perturbed by a compact operator in such a way that the
result is hypercyclic. This result is interesting because no perturbation
of the identity by a finite rank operator can be hypercyclic (see [CS,
Section 4]). In this line, Chan and Shapiro (see [CS, Section 3]) proved
that the identity can be perturbed by a compact operator whose sequence
of approximation numbers is as rapidly decreasing to zero as desired. They
also proved (see [CS, Proposition 4.3]) that the hypercyclic perturbations
of the identity by compacts have the minimal spectrum allowed a hyper-
cyclic operator: a single point on the unit circle. On the other hand, the
work of Godefroy and Shapiro suggests that hypercyclicity is easier for
functions of backward shifts when there is a rich supply of eigenvalues (see
[GoS, Sections 4 and 5]).
Suppose that T is hypercyclic and is a compact perturbation of the
identity. Since compact perturbations of the identity are in some sense the
less expected to be hypercyclic, the considerations in the paragraph above
suggest:
Question. Is there an infinite-dimensional closed subspace consisting,
except for zero, of hypercyclic vectors for T?
In this paper we give a positive answer for those compact perturbations of
the identity which satisfy the Hypercyclicity Criterion ([GS, Theorem 2.2]).
We stress here that most of the hypercyclic operators appearing in the
literature satisfy the Hypercyclicity Criterion. The first example of a hyper-
cyclic operator which does not satisfy the Hypercyclicity Criterion was
given by Salas [Sa1]. In [Sa2] Salas proves that the operator I+B where
B is a weighted backward shift with positive weights is hypercyclic without
using the Hypercyclicity Criterion. However, as we will see in this work
this operator also satisfies the Hypercyclicity Criterion.
Our main result in Section 2 states that if an operator T is a compact
perturbation of an operator of norm 1 and satisfies the Hypercyclicity
Criterion, then there is an infinite-dimensional closed subspace consisting,
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except for zero, of hypercyclic vectors for T. In the following sections we
concentrate on Hilbert spaces. In Section 3 we will see some applications
of the main result. Specifically, we will study certain weighted backward
shifts and the differentiation operator and the translation operator T : f (z) 
f (z+1) on certain Hilbert spaces of entire functions. In Section 4 we apply
the main result to the identity plus a compact weighted backward shift and
its inverse. Although our preference for Hilbert space arises from a desire
to emphasize properties of operators over those of the underlying spaces,
most of the results in Sections 3 and 4 could as well have been set on the
sequence spaces l p (1p<). The fact that the operator I+K where K
is a compact weighted backward shift has also an infinite-dimensional
closed subspace of hypercyclic vectors in l 1 and a recent result which states
that every Banach space admits a hypercyclic operator have a nice conse-
quence, namely, every Banach space admits a hypercyclic operator which
has an infinite-dimensional closed subspace of hypercyclic vectors. The
question whether every infinite-dimensional separable Banach space admits
a hypercyclic operator was first posed by Rolewicz [Ro] in 1969. This
question has been solved recently by Ansari [An2].
Globally, the results of this work suggest that the less ‘‘opportunity’’ an
operator has of being hypercyclic the more ‘‘opportunity’’ the operator has
of supporting an infinite-dimensional closed subspace of hypercyclic vectors.
2. COMPACT PERTURBATIONS OF AN OPERATOR
OF NORM 1
In order to prove our main result we need the following result which
gives sufficient conditions for the existence of an infinite-dimensional closed
subspace, consisting except for zero, of hypercyclic vectors for a bounded
operator T on a separable Banach space (see [Mo1, Theorem 2.2 and the
remarks following it]).
Theorem A. Let T be a bounded linear operator on a separable Banach
space B. Suppose that there exists a sequence [nk] of positive integers,
strictly increasing to , corresponding to which there is
(a1) A dense subset X/B such that &T nk x&  0 for every x # X.
(a2) A dense subset Y/B and a mapping S : Y  Y such that TS=
identity on Y, and &S nk y&  0 for every y # Y.
(b) An infinite-dimensional closed subspace B0/B such that
&T nk e&  0 for every e # B0 .
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Then, there is an infinite-dimensional closed subspace B1 such that each
z # B1"[0] is hypercyclic for T.
It is known that an operator satisfying (a1) and (a2) for a sequence [nk]
is hypercyclic, in fact, this is the result known as the Hypercyclicity
Criterion. The Hypercyclicity Criterion was discovered by Carol Kitai in
her 1982 Toronto dissertation [Ki]. This result was never published, and
it was rediscovered by Gethner and Shapiro [GS] in more generality and
with a simpler proof. They used it to unify the proofs of theorems of
Birkhoff [Bi], Seidel and Walsh [SW], McLane [Ma], and Rolewicz
[Ro] and to discover hypercyclic behavior in many other settings. Since
then, the Hypercyclicity Criterion has figured prominently in subsequent
studies to discover hypercyclic behavior [BS1, BS2, GoS, CS, He, HW].
Theorem A states that the Hypercyclicity Criterion plus condition (b) gives
a whole infinite-dimensional closed subspace of hypercyclic vectors. From
now on, for the sake of fluency we omit the sentence ‘‘except for zero.’’
Now we turn to our main result in which the Hypercyclicity Criterion
makes a new appearance.
Theorem 2.1. Let T be a bounded linear operator on a separable Banach
space B satisfying the Hypercyclicity Criterion. Suppose also that T=U+K
where K is a compact operator and &U&1. Then, B contains an infinite-
dimensional closed subspace of hypercyclic vectors for T.
Proof. Without loss of generality we may suppose that the sequence
[nk] for which the Hypercyclicity Criterion is satisfied is the whole
sequence [n] of positive integers. According to Theorem A it suffices to
prove that there exists a subsequence [nk] and an infinite-dimensional
closed subspace B0 such that &T nk z&  0 for every z # B0 . To this end, we
begin by observing that the algebraic properties of compact operators
imply that, for each positive integer n,
(U+K)n=Un+Kn ,
where Kn is a compact operator. Let =>0 be fixed. We will construct a
sequence of infinite-dimensional Banach subspaces [Bn]n1 of finite
codimension such that B#B1#B2 # } } } , and
&Knx&<= &x& for every x # Bn"[0].
To prove this, let n1 be any positive integer, then by Schauder’s Theorem
(see [DS, p. 485]) we know that the adjoint operator Kn* : B*  B* is
also compact. This implies that the image by Kn* of the unit ball B* of
B* is relatively compact (in fact, it is compact). Therefore, we can take
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z*n, 1 , ...z*n, rn # Kn*(B*) such that Kn*(B*)/
rn
i=1 B(z*n, i , =). We define Xn=
rni=1 ker z*n, i which is clearly of finite codimension. Now, if x # Xn , then
we take x* # B* such that &Knx&=(Kn x, x*) and let j be such that
&Kn*x*&z*n, j&<= and compute
&Knx&=(Knx, x*)
=(x, Kn*x*)
=(x, Kn*x*&z*n, j )
&Kn*x*&z*n, j&&x&
<= &x&.
Therefore, &Knx&<= &x& for every x # Xn"[0]. If we define Bn=ni=1 Xi ,
then it is readily seen that the sequence [Bn] satisfies the desired properties.
Now, taking into acount of the fact that each Bn is of finite codimension,
a slight modification of the proof of a theorem of Mazur about existence
of basic sequences in any Banach space (see [Di, pp. 3839], for instance)
allows us to construct a normalized basic sequence [en]/B such that
en # Bn for each positive integer n. Let M be the basis constant for this
basic sequence. Then every subsequence of [en] is a basic sequence with
basis constant M. Let [=n] be a decreasing sequence of positive numbers
such that n=1 =n<12M. At this point hypothesis (a1) of the Hyper-
cyclicity Criterion makes its first appearance. Let X be the dense subset in
B given by (a1). We may find a sequence [zn]/X such that
&en&zn &<min {=n , =nmax[&K1 &, ..., &Kn&]= for n=1, 2, ... . (2.1)
Let [en*]k1 be the coefficient functionals corresponding to the basic
sequence [en]. Since the sequence is normalized we know that &en*&2M
for every n1. Thus
:

n=1
&en*&&en&zn&<2M :

n=1
=n<1.
Therefore, we find that every subsequence [znk] is a basic sequence equiv-
alent to the corresponding normalized basic sequence [enk] (see [Di,
Theorem 9, p. 46]). Now, we are in position to construct a basic sub-
sequence of [zn] whose closed linear span will be the space B0 we are
looking for. Set n1=1. Since zn1 # X, we may apply hypothesis (a1) of
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Theorem A to choose a positive integer n2>n1 such that &T n2 zn1 &=n1 2.
Again, we may choose a positive integer n3>n2 large enough to have
&T n3znk&<
=nk
22
for k=1, 2.
In this way we construct an increasing sequence of positive integers [nk]
such that
&T nk znj&<
=nj
2k
for j=1, ..., k&1.
We define B0=span[znk]. Let z=

j=1 :j znj # B0 . The fact that [znk] is a
perturbation of a normalized basic sequence implies that it is bounded
away from zero. So we may assume that |:j |<2L &z& where L is a con-
stant. Taking into account the fact that &Knk xk&<= &xk & for xk=
j=k :jenj # Bnk , and using the inequalities (2.1) we estimate
"Knk :

j=k
:j znj"" :

j=k
:j Knk (znj&enj )"+"Knk :

j=k
:jenj"
< :

j=k
|:j |&Knk &&znj&enj &+= " :

j=k
:jenj"
<2L &z& :

j=k
=nj+= " :

j=k
:j enj" .
Using the above estimation in the fourth inequality below we have
&T nk z& :
k&1
j=1
|:j |&T nk znj &+"T nk :

j=k
:jznj"
< :
k&1
j=1
|:j |
=nj
2k
+"(Unk+Knk ) :

j=k
:j znj"

1
2k
:
k&1
j=1
2L &z& =nj+"Unk :

j=k
:jznj"+"Knk :

j=k
:jznj"
<
L
2kM
&z&+&U&nk " :

j=k
:jznj"+2L &z& :

j=k
=nj+= " :

j=k
:j enj"
=\ 12kM+2 :

j=k
=nj+ L &z&+" :

j=k
:jznj"+= " :

j=k
:j enj" . (2.2)
We have applied the triangle inequality and the fact that &U&1. Finally,
upon letting k tend to  we have that (2.2) tends to 0 because each of the
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series which appear in (2.2) is the the remainder of a convergent series.
Therefore, &T nkz&  0 for every z # B0 and the proof is finished. K
Remarks. 1. It should be observed that in the proof above, hypothesis
(a2) of Theorem A has only been used to apply Theorem A, but it has not
been used to prove the existence of the Banach subspace B0 .
2. The above proof also works for an operator T satisfying the
Hypercyclicity Criterion for a sequence [nk] and such that for this
sequence T nk=Unk+Knk where Knk is compact linear operator and the
sequence [Unk] is bounded in the operator norm.
3. For future references, we remark that all we really need in order
to prove the existence of an infinite-dimensional closed subspace of hyper-
cyclic vectors for a bounded linear operator on a separable Banach space
T : B  B is the existence of a sequence of positive integers [nk] for which
the Hypercyclicity Criterion is satisfied (hypotheses (a1) and (a2) in
Theorem A), and for which there is a corresponding normalized basic
sequence [ej], and a constant M>0 such that
"T nk :

j=k
:jej"M " :

j=k
:jej"
for every j=1 :jej # span[ej ].
As mentioned in the Introduction Ansari has proved that each separable
Banach space B admits a hypercyclic operator. The hypercyclic operator
constructed by Ansari is of the form IB+K where K is a compact operator
(see [An2, Theorem 1]). In fact, K is a limit of finite rank operators. The
operator IB+K is also a quasi-extension (see [An2, Definition 5]) of
Il1+K where K : l 1  l 1 is a compact weighted backward shift. As we will
see in Section 4 this operator satisfies the Hypercyclicity Criterion. By
using Lemma 1 in [An2] it is readily seen that IB+K also satisfies the
Hypercyclicity Criterion. Therefore a direct application of Theorem 2.1
gives the following:
Corollary 2.2. Let B be an infinite-dimensional Banach space. Then,
there exists a bounded linear operator T : B  B for which there is an
infinite-dimensional closed subspace of hypercyclic vectors.
Finally, we mention that if an operator T admits an infinite-dimensional
closed subspace of hypercyclic vectors so does T n for every positive integer
n. This due to a recent result of Ansari [An1], which states that if a vector
x is hypercyclic for an operator T, then it is also hypercyclic for T n for
every positive integer n.
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3. SOME APPLICATIONS
Although the results in this and the following sections hold for the
sequence spaces l p, 1p< and c0 , we will stay within the friendly con-
fines of Hilbert space. In this section we deal with weighted backward
shifts, the differentiation operator and the translation operator on Hilbert
spaces of entire functions.
Let [en]n0 be the canonical basis of l 2. The weighted backward shift
T : l 2  l 2 is defined by Ten=wnen&1 for n1 and Te0=0 where the
weight sequence [wn]n1 is a bounded sequence of positive numbers. We
also denote by U the weighted backward shift for which wn=1 for every
n1. Clearly &U&=1. It is well known and easy to show that a weighted
backward shift T with positive weight sequence [wn] is a compact pertur-
bation of U if and only if lim wn=1. On the other hand, Gethner and
Shapiro [GS], by means of the Hypercyclicity Criterion, proved that if
lim >nj=1 wj=, then T is hypercyclic. Therefore, if lim >
n
j=1 wj= and
lim wn=1 we can apply Theorem 2.1 obtaining a whole infinite-dimen-
sional Hilbert subspace consisting of hypercyclic vectors for T.
In the following proposition we will see that the method of proof of
Theorem 2.1 besides Theorem A can be used even when the operator T is
not a compact perturbation of U. What is more, we can give rather
explicitly the Hilbert space H0 required by condition (b) of Theorem A,
thus making the thing quite transparent. Another interesting feature we
may appreciate in the following proposition is that in the application of
Theorem A to composition operators in [Mo1] the infinite-dimensional
closed subspace B0 which is required by condition (b) of Theorem A is
contained in the dense set X required by condition (a1). It should be
observed that the dense set X in theorem below cannot contain any
infinite-dimensional Hilbert subspace.
Proposition 3.1. Let T be a weighted backward shift with positive
weight sequence [wn]. If lim >nj=1 wj= and lim sup wn=1, then there is
an infinite-dimensional Hilbert subspace of hypercyclic vectors for T.
Proof. We will prove this theorem by a direct application of Theorem
A. To verify conditions (a1) and (a2) we follow the lines of Gethner and
Shapiro. We take X=Y=span[en] and the operator S will be the
weighted forward shift defined on l 2 by
S(en)=
1
wn+1
en+1 (n=0, 1, 2, ...).
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Clearly, TS= identity on l 2. If x # span[en], then x=kj=0 :jej and T
nx
is eventually 0. On the other hand,
Snx= :
k
j=0
:j
1
>ni=1 wj+i
ej+n .
Since >nj=1 wj  , we find that >
n
i=1 wj+i   as n   for every
j=1, 2, ..., k. Thus S nx  0, so conditions (a1) and (a2) of Theorem A are
satisfied. Let us verify condition (b). The space H0 will be the closed linear
span of a suitable chosen subsequence [enk] of the cononical basis [en] of
l 2. Let =>0 be fixed. To construct this subsequence we take n1=0 and for
k>1 we may choose a positive integer nk>nk&1 such that
‘
n
j=n&nk&1
wj<1+= (nnk). (3.1)
This is possible because lim sup wn=1 and in the product only appears
finitely many factors. Now take any x=k=1 :kenk # span[enk]. Using
(3.1) in the inequality below we have
&T nj+1x&2=" :

k=1
:kT nj+1enk"
2
=" :

k=j+1
:k \ ‘
nk
i=nk&nj
wi+ enk&nj&1"
2
(1+=)2 :

k=j+1
|:k | 2. (3.2)
Since (3.2) is the remainder of a convergent series we obtain that
&T nk+1x&  0 as k  +. Therefore, Theorem A can be applied with the
sequence [nk+1] and the proof is finished. K
Remark. Notice that the hypothesis we used to prove the hypercyclicity
of the weighted backward shift is that lim >nj=1 wj=. In order to prove
the existence of a whole infinite-dimensional Hilbert subspace of hyper-
cyclic vectors we have used the fact that lim sup wn=1. This means that
the sequence [>nj=1 wj ] must not increase too rapidly. Furthermore, the
more slowly the sequence [>nj=1 wj ] tends to  the more elements of the
canonical basis [en] we can take to construct the sequence [enk ]. If
lim inf wn>1, then all Hilbert spaces of hypercyclic vectors for the
weighted backward shift are finite dimensional. For if this is the case,
there is a positive number $>0 and a positive integer n0 such that
&T nx&(1+$)n &Unx& for x # l 2 and for every nn0 . Then, as shown in
[Mo1, Theorem 3.4], in any infinite-dimensional Hilbert subspace there
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is a vector u such that lim(1+$)n &U nu&= and, consequently,
lim &T nu&=. This implies that u cannot be hypercyclic and, conse-
quently, the existence of an infinite-dimensional Hilbert subspace of hyper-
cyclic vectors for T is impossible. It can be said that the Hypercyclicity
Criterion and hypothesis (b) in Theorem A are in some sense opposite of
each other. However, there seems to be a certain similarity between them.
Salas [Sa2] has proved that a weighted backward shift is hypercyclic if and
only if lim sup >nj=1 wj=. In [Mo2] it is proved that there is an
infinite-dimensional Hilbert subspace H0 such that T nx  0 for every
x # H0 if and only if
lim inf
n \lim infk ‘
n
i=1
wk+i+<.
Following Chan and Shapiro [CS] let us call an entire function
#(z)= #nzn a comparison function if #n>0 for each n, and the sequence
of ratios #n+1#n decreases to zero as n increases to . If the sequence
(n+1) #n+1#n is monotonically decreasing to zero, then # is called an
admissible comparison function. For each comparison function #, it can be
defined E 2(#) to be the Hilbert space of power series:
f (z)= :

n=0
f (n) zn
for which the norm
& f &22, #= :

n=0
#&2n | f (n)|
2<.
It can be said that the restrictions on the growth of comparison functions
are reflected in the behavior of the functions in the corresponding Hilbert
space (see [CS, p. 1429]).
Proposition 1.1 in [CS] states that the differentiation operator
D : E 2(#)  E 2(#), which assigns to each function f # E2(#) its derivative f $,
is bounded on E 2(#) if and only if n#n #n&1 is bounded. In fact they proved
that it is a weighted backward shift with respect to the orthonormal basis
en=#nzn with positive weight sequence wk=k#k#k&1. So applying
Proposition 3.1 we have the following
Corollary 3.2. Suppose that # is a comparison function. If lim k! #k=
and lim sup k#k#k&1=1, then there is an infinite-dimensional Hilbert sub-
space of hypercyclic vectors for the differentiation operator.
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From the fact that the differentiation operator is bounded [CS,
Corollary 1.2] it follows that the translation operator Ta by the complex
number a which assigns to each function f (z) the function f (z+a) is also
bounded whenever n#n#n&1 is bounded. What is more if [n#n#n&1] tends
to 0 then the translation operator is a compact perturbation of the identity
[CS, Proposition 3.2]. Since the translation operator also satisfies the
Hypercyclicity Criterion [CS, Proposition 2.5] we have the following:
Corollary 3.3. If # is an admissible comparison function, then there is
an infinite-dimensional Hilbert subspace of hypercyclic vectors for the trans-
lation operator T: .
We recall that if T is a bounded linear operator on a Hilbert space H,
then the n th approximation number of T, denoted by :n(T ), is defined to
be the distance, measured in the operator norm from T to the closed sub-
space of operators on H of rank n. As in [CS] we may obtain the
following
Corollary 3.4. Suppose H is a separable Hilbert space, [wn] is a
sequence of positive numbers that tends monotonically to zero, and =>0 is
given. Then there exists a compact operator K on H such that: &K&<=,
:n(K )=o(wn) and for which there is an infinite-dimensional Hilbert subspace
of hypercyclic vectors for I+K.
This corollary can also be obtained from Theorem 4.1 in the next
section.
4. THE IDENTITY PLUS A COMPACT WEIGHTED
BACKWARD SHIFT
Chan and Shapiro [CS] proved that for certain types of unilateral
weighted backward shifts B on Hilbert space the operator I+B is hyper-
cyclic. Godefroy and Shapiro [GoS] asked the question whether I+B is
hypercyclic on a Hilbert space if B is a quasinilpotent unilateral weighted
backward shift. A similar question was asked also in [CS]. In [Sa2] Salas
proved that for a weighted backward shift B : l p  l p (1p<) with
positive weights, I+B is hypercyclic.
In general, if the operator I+K is a compact perturbation of the identity
and hypercyclic, then K is quasinilpotent, that is, &Kn&1n  0 (see [CS],
Proposition 4.3). Therefore, in this situation I+K is invertible and
(I+K)&1&I=n=1 (&1)
n Kn is a limit of finite rank operators. There-
fore, (I+K )&1 is also a compact perturbation of the identity. Note that a
weighted backward shift with positive weight sequence is compact if and
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only if the sequence of weights tends to 0. In this section we will prove the
following
Theorem 4.1. Let K be a compact weighted backward shift. Then each of
the operators I+K and (I+K )&1 has an infinite-dimensional Hilbert sub-
space of hypercyclic vectors.
The proof of Salas’s result is one of the few examples in which the
Hypercyclicity Criterion is not used to obtain hypercyclicity. Therefore, if
we want to apply Theorem 2.1 to I+K and (I+K )&1 where K is a com-
pact weighted backward shift we must show that these operators satisfy the
Hypercyclicity Criterion. The proof will be a suitable modification of that
of Salas to prove that I+B is hypercyclic whenever B is a weighted back-
ward shift with positive weights. In order to prove Theorem 4.1 we need
two lemmas. The first one can be found in [Sa2, Lemma 3.2]. The second
Lemma is analogous to the first.
Lemma A. Let Cn=(ci, j (n)) be the 2k_2k matrix whose entries ci, j (n)
are the combinatory numbers ( n2 k+j&i ). Let Bn=(bi (n)) be a column vector
such that bi (n) is a polynomial in n of degree at most 2k&i, where
i=1, ..., 2k.
Then for n large enough there exists a solution Xn=(xi (n)) of the equation
Bn=CnXn and the entries xi (n) satisfy |xi (n)|Pni, where P is a constant.
Lemma 4.2. Let Cn=(ci, j (n)) be the matrix whose entries ci, j (n) are the
combinatory numbers (&1) j&i ( n+2k+j&i&12k+j&i ). Let Bn=(bi (n)) be a column
vector such that bi (n) is a polynomial in n of degree at most 2k&i, where
i=1, ..., 2k.
Then for n large enough there exists a solution Xn=(xi (n)) of the equation
Bn=CnXn and the entries xi (n) satisfy |xi (n)|Pni, where P is a constant.
Proof. Let B=(bij ) be the 2k_2k matrix with bij=(&1) j&i
1(2k+j&i)!. Let us see that B is invertible. We have
det B=:
_
(&1)sgn _ ‘
2 k
i=1
(&1)_(i)&i
1
(2k+_(i)&i)!
.
Since in each of the above products (&1) appears 2 ki=1 _(i )&i=0 we find
that
:
_
(&1)gn _ ‘
2 k
i=1
1
(2k+_(i)&i )!
=det A,
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where A=(aij ) is the 2k_2k matrix with entries aij=1(2k+j&i)!. Now a
result of Salas (see [Sa2, Lemma 3.1] states that A is invertible and so
is B.
Now we have
det Cn=:
_
(&1)sgn _ ‘
2k
i=1
(&1)_(i)&i \n+2
k+_(i)&i&1
2k+_(i)&i +
where each summand is a polynomial in n of degree
:
2k
i=1
(2k+_(i)&i)=22k+\ :
2k
i=1
_(i)&i+=22k.
Thus det Cn is also a polynomial of degree 22k with leading coefficient
equal to det B. Thus if n is large enough det Cn{0 and so Cn is invertible.
Let C in be the matrix obtained from Cn after replacing its i th column by
Bn . Since
det C in=:
_
(&1)sgn _ ‘
t{s, _(t){i
(&1)_(t)&t \n+2
k+_(t)&t&1
2k+_(t)&t + bs(n)
each summand is a polynomial in n of degree at most
2k&s+ :
t{s
(2k+_(t)&t)=22k&i,
thus det Cn is a polynomial of degree at most 22k&i.
By Cramer’s rule xi (n)=det C in det Cn , and therefore if n is large
enough |xi (n)|Pni. K
Now we are in position to prove that I+K and (I+K)&1 where K is a
compact weighted shift satisfy the Hypercyclicity Criterion (conditions (a1)
and (a2) of Theorem (A). Once this has been done, an application of
Theorem 2.1 will give Theorem 4.1.
Proposition 4.3. Let K be defined by Kei=wiei&1 if i1 and Ke0=0,
where the weights are positive and lim wi=0. Then, the operators I+K and
(I+K)&1 satisfy the Hypercyclicity Criterion.
Proof. Let [zk=2
k&1
i=0 zi, kei : k1] be a dense subsequence in l
2.
Although we can prove the proposition at once, we rather do it into two
steps in order to save some notation.
First step. In this step we prove that there is a sequence [nj ] of positive
integers, strictly increasing to , corresponding to which there is a dense
subset X/l 2 such that &(I+K )nj x&  0 for every x # X. To this end it is
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enough to construct a sequence [z$k] in l 2 and a strictly increasing
sequence of positive integers [nj ] such that
&z$k&zk &<
1
2k&1
, (4.1)
and
&(I+K)nj z$k &<
1
2 j&1
for jk. (4.2)
To obtain (4.1) and (4.2) it suffices to construct a subsequence of positive
integers [nj] and, for each k1, a sequence of vectors [ yk, j]jk satisfying
&yk, j&<
1
2 j &I+K&nj&1+1
(n0=&1) (4.3)
and
"(I+K )nj \zk+ :
j
s=k
yk, s+"< 12 j for jk. (4.4)
Once this has been done we define z$k=zk+s=k yk, s . Thus we have
&zk&z$k & :

s=k
& yk, s &< :
s=k
1
2s
=
1
2k&1
,
which is inequality (4.1). On the other hand, for jk, we have
&(I+K)nj z$k &" (I+K)nj \zk+ :
j
s=k
yk, s+"+ :

s=j+1
&(I+K )nj yk, s&
<
1
2 j
+ :

s=j+1
1
2s
=
1
2 j&1
,
which is inequality (4.2). To obtain (4.3) and (4.4) we proceed by induc-
tion. Let us start by finding numbers x1, 1 and x1, 2 and n1 such that
&x1, 1e2+x1, 2e3& 12 (4.5)
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and
&(I+K)n1 (z1+x1, 1 e2+x1, 2e3)& 12 . (4.6)
By using the fact that
Kmes={>
s
l=s&m+1 wles&m ,
0,
if ms;
if m>s,
we have
(I+K)n (z1+x1, 1e2+x1, 2 e3)
=z0, 1e0+z1, 1e1+\n1+ w1z1, 1e0+\x1, 1+\
n
1+ w3x1, 2+ e2
+x1, 2e3+\\n1+ K+\
n
2+ K2+ x1, 1 e2+\\
n
2+ K2+\
n
3+ K3+ x1, 2e3 .
Therefore,
&(I+K)n (z1+x1, 1e2+x1, 2e3)&2
="\x1, 1+\n1+ w3x1, 2+ e2+x1, 2e3"
2
+"\\n1+ K+\
n
2+ K2+ x1, 1 e2+\\
n
2+ K2+\
n
3+ K3+ x1, 2e3
+z0, 1e0+z1, 1 e1+\n1+ w1z1, 1 e0"
2
.
Making the second term on the right-hand side of the above equality to be
0 we obtain the system
w2w1 \n2+ x1, 1+w3w2w1 \
n
3+ x1, 2=&z0, 1&\
n
1+ w1z1, 1
w2 \n1+ x1, 1+w3 w2 \
n
2+ x1, 2=&z1, 1 .
Since
det \
w2w1 \n2+
w2 \n1+
w3w2w1 \n3+
w3 w2 \n2+ +=w3w22w1 det \\
n
2+
\n1+
\n3+
\n2++ ,
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by applying Lemma A we can choose a positive integer n=n1 large enough
such that |x1, 1 |<Pn1 and |x1, 2 |<Pn21 where P is a constant in such a
way that inequalities (4.5) and (4.6) are satisfied. We relabel x1, 1 , x1, 2 as
a1, 2 , a1, 3 respectively and we set y1, 1=a1, 2e2+a1, 3e3 .
Assume that we have already found n1<n2< } } } <nk&1 and [ yr, s : r
sk&1] for r=1, ..., k&1 satisfying (4.3) and (4.4). We must find a
positive integer nk and for each r, r=1, .., k, vectors yr, k=2
k+1&1
i=2 k ar, i ei
such that (4.3) and (4.4) are satisfied. Let D=(dij ) be the 2k_2k matrix
with entries
dij=\ n2k+j&i+ ‘
2 k+j&1
s=i
ws .
We have
det D=\ ‘
2k&1
j=&2k+1
(w2 k+j )2
k&| j |+ det C,
where C=(cij ) and cij=( n2k+j&i ). By applying Lemma A again, we have
that if n is large enough, then for every r, r=1, ..., k, each of the following
systems of 2k linear equations
(I+K )n \zr+ :
k&1
j=r
yr, j+ :
2k
i=1
xr, i e2k+i&1+ , ep=0,
with p=0, 1..., 2k&1 satisfies the condition |xr, i |<Pni where P is con-
stant. From now on, it is understood that k&1k yk, j=0. Since
(I+K)n \zr+ :
k&1
j=r
yr, j+ :
2k
i=1
xr, i e2k+i&1+= :
2k
p=1 \ :
p&1
j=0 \
n
j + K j+ xr, pe2k+p&1 ,
we have
" (I+K )n \zr+ :
k&1
j=r
yr, j+ :
2 k
i=1
xr, i e2k+i&1+" :
2 k
p=1 \ :
p&1
j=0 \
n
j + &K& j+ |xr, p |,

Q
n
where Q is a new constant. So it is possible to choose an n=nk large
enough such that if we relabel xr, i as ar, 2k+i&1 and set yr, j=2
k+1&1
i=2k ar, i ei
for r=1, ..., k, then (4.3) and (4.4) are satisfied. Therefore, the proof of the
first step is completed.
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Second step. In this step we prove that there is a sequence [nj ] of
positive integers, strictly increasing to , corresponding to which there is
a dense subset Y/l 2 such that &(I+K)&nj y&  0 for every y # Y. Although
we should use the sequence [nj ] constructed in the first step, as in the first
step we use the whole sequence of natural numbers because the only
property we use is that it is increasing to . So, once we have proved the
second step the proof of Proposition 4.3 will be finished.
As before, we construct a sequence [z$k] in l 2 and a sequence of positive
integers [nj] such that
&z$k&zk &<
1
2k&1
, (4.7)
and
&(I+K )&nj z$k &<
1
2 j&1
for jk. (4.8)
To this end, it is suffices to construct a sequence of positive integers [nj]
and, for each k1, a sequence [ yk, j ]jk satisfying
& yk, j&<
1
2 j &(I+K)&1&nj&1+1
(4.9)
and
" (I+K )&nj \zk+ :
j
s=k
yk, s+"< 12 j for jk. (4.10)
A similar calculation to that made in the proof of the first step will show
that (4.7) and (4.8) are satisfied. To obtain (4.9) and (4.10) we begin by
finding numbers n1 , x1, 1 and x1, 2 such that
&x1, 1 e2+x1, 2e3& 12 (4.11)
and
&(1+K )&n1 (z1+x1, 1e2+x1, 2e3)& 12. (4.12)
Now, we use the fact that
(I+K)&n= :

k=0
(&1)k \n+k&1k + Kk.
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Proceeding as before
(I+K)&n (z1+x1, 1e2+x1, 2e3)
=z0, 1e0+z1, 1e1&\n1+ w1z1, 1e0
+\x1, 1&\n1+ w3x1, 2+ e2+x1, 2e3+\&\
n
1+ K+\
n+1
2 + K2+ x1, 1e2
+\\n+12 + K 2&\
n+2
3 + K3+ x1, 2 e3 .
Therefore,
&(I+K)&n (z1+x1, 1e2+x1, 2e3)&2
="\x1, 1&\n1+ w3x1, 2+ e2+x1, 2e3"
2
+"\\n+12 + K 2&\
n
1+ K+ x1, 1 e2+\\
n+1
2 + K2
&\n+23 + K3+ x1, 2e3+z0, 1e0+z1, 1e1&\
n
1+ w1 z1, 1e0"
2
.
Making the second term on the right-hand side of the above equality to
be 0 we obtain the system
w2w1 \n+12 + x1&w3w2 w1 \
n+2
3 + x2=&z0, 1+\
n
1+ w1z1, 1
&w2 \n1+ x1+w3w2 \
n+1
2 +=&z1, 1 .
Since
det \
w2w1 \n+12 +
&w2 \n1+
&w3 w2w1 \n+23 +
w3 w2 \n+12 + +
=w3 w22 w1 det \\
n+1
2 +
&\n1+
&\n+23 +
\n+12 + + ,
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by applying Lemma 4.2 we can find a positive integer n1 large enough such
that |x1, 1 |<Pn1 and |x1, 2 |<pn21 where P is a constant in such a way
that inequalities (4.11) and (4.12) are satisfied. We relabel x1, 1 , x1, 2 as
a1, 2 , a1, 3 and set y1, 1=a1, 2e2+a1, 3e3 .
Suppose that we have already chosen n1<n2< } } } nk&1 and [ yr, s : r
sk&1] for r=1, ..., k&1 satisfying (4.9) and (4.10). Let D=(dij ) be the
2k_2k matrix with entries
dij=(&1) j&i \n+2
k+j&i&1
2k+j&i + ‘
2k+j&1
s=i
ws .
We have
det D=\ ‘
2k&1
j=&2k+1
(w2 k+j )2
k&| j |+ det C,
where C=(cij ) and cij=(&1) j&i ( n+2
k+j&i&1
2k+j&i ). By applying Lemma 4.2
again, we have that if n is large enough, then for every r, r=1, ..., k, the
following system of 2k linear equations
(I+K)&n \zr+ :
k&1
j=r
yr, j+ :
2 k
i=1
xr, i e2 k+i&1+ , ep=0,
with p=0, 1..., 2k&1 satisfies the condition |xr, i |<Pni where P is a
constant. Since
(I+K)&n \zr+ :
k&1
j=r
yr, j+ :
2 k
i=1
xr, i e2k+i&1+
= :
2 k
p=1 \ :
p&1
j=0
(&1) j \n+j&1j + K j+ xr, pe2k+p&1 ,
we have
" (I+K)&n \zr+ :
k&1
j=r
yr, j+ :
2 k
i=1
xr, i e2 k+i&1+"
 :
2k
p=1 \ :
p&1
j=0 \
n+j&1
j + &K& j+ |xr, p |

Q
n
,
where Q is a new constant. So it is possible to choose an n=nk large
enough such that if we relabel xr, i as ar, 2 k+i&1 and set yr, j=2
k+1
i=2k ar, i ei
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for r=1, ..., k, then (4.9) and (4.10) are satisfied. Therefore the proof of the
second step and of the proposition is completed. K
Remarks. 1. Since Hypercyclicity Criterion does not require the
boundedness of the mapping S such that TS=identity on the dense set Y
the above proof also shows that the operator I+B satisfies the Hyper-
cyclicity Criterion, even when B is a weighted backward shift not necessarily
compact.
2. Since
&(I+K )n ei&="ei+ :
n
j=1 \
n
j + K jei"
="ei+ :
n
j=1 \
n
j +\ ‘
i
s=i&j+1
ws+ ei&j"
1+ :
n
j=1 \
n
j +\ ‘
i
s=i&j+1
ws+ , (4.13)
we find that if lim wi=0 we can take i large enough such that the second
term in (4.13) can be made less than a fixed =>0. Proceeding as in the
proof of Proposition 3.1 it can be proved that there is a sequence of
positive integers [nk] and a subsequence [enk ] of the canonical basis of l
2
such that
"(I+K)nk :

k=j
:kenk"<(1+=) " :

k=j
:k enk" (4.14)
for every k=1 :kenk # span[enk] and for every j. Finally, Remark 3 in Sec-
tion 2 gives an infinite-dimensional Hilbert subspace of hypercyclic vectors
for I+K. Again it can be said that the more quickly the sequence of
weights tends to 0 the more elements of the canonical basis can be taken
to construct the Hilbert space H0 .
3. It is possible to construct a noncompact weighted backward shift
B for which still there is an infinite-dimensional Hilbert subspace of hyper-
cyclic vectors for I+B. Indeed, it suffices to choose a positive weight
sequence [wi ] satisfying lim inf wi=0 and lim sup wi>0 and in such a way
that the second term in (4.13) can be made less than a fixed =>0 for
infinitely many n and infinitely many i. Thus it is possible to construct a
subsequence [nk] and a subsequence [enk ] of the canonical basis of l
2
satisfying (4.14). Again Remark 3 in Section 2 gives an infinite-dimensional
Hilbert subspace of hypercyclic vectors for the corresponding operator
I+B where B is a weighted backward shift with positive weight sequence
[wi].
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5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Weighted backward shifts which admit an infinite-dimensional Hilbert
subspace of hypercyclic vectors are investigated in [Mo2]. It would be
interesting to characterize the weighted backward shifts B for which the
operators I+B admit an infinite-dimensional closed subspace of hyper-
cyclic vectors. For instance, we believe that if the weight sequence [wi]
satisfies lim inf wi>0, then all Hilbert spaces of hypercyclic vectors for the
operator I+B are finite dimensional. One can ask the same question for
the translation operator. Corollary 3.3 asserts that for Hilbert spaces of
entire functions of slow growth the translation operator admits an infinite-
dimensional closed subspace of hypercyclic vectors. On the other hand
Theorem 1.2 in [BM] asserts that the same is true for this operator on the
whole space of entire functions H(C) with the topology of uniform con-
vegence on compact subsets. What happens for Hilbert space of entire func-
tions in which the comparison function # is not admissible? It is known
that even if # is not admissible the translation operator is hypercyclic (see
‘‘Large Hilbert Spaces’’ on p. 1447 of [CS]).
It would also be interesting to replace the Hypercyclicity Criterion in
Theorem 2.1 by the weaker hypothesis that the operator T be hypercyclic.
Although it may happen that these two hypotheses are equivalent, the
authors have shown (unpublished) that the hypercyclic (bilateral and
unilateral) weighted shifts satisfy hypotheses (a1) and (a2) of Theorem A for
a subsequence of natural numbers. These results are not in contradiction
with the result of Salas [Sa1] in which he constructed a bilateral shift
which does not satisfy the Hypercyclicity Criterion for the whole sequence
of natural numbers. So as far as we know, all examples of hypercyclic
operators in the literature satisfy the Hypercyclicity Criterion. Therefore,
the question of whether every hypercyclic operator satisfies the Hyper-
cyclicity Criterion remains open. To appreciate the importance of this ques-
tion, observe that if an operator T satisfies the Hypercyclicity Criterion, so
do T ? and TT, thus giving another proof of Ansari’s result [An1] and
giving a solution to a question posed by Herrero.
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